
 
 
                                       Vets Monthly Competitions – Use of Red and Yellow Tees. 

 

Gentlemen, 

 

The Vets section has been playing its Monthly Stableford on the first Wednesday off the yellow tees 

for some time. Recently, a Monthly Medal played on the fourth Wednesday has been introduced 

and has proved popular, again, it has been played off the yellow tees. 

 

Your Vets Committee, at its most recent meeting, acknowledged that the new World Handicap 

System introduced in November permits any member to play off red, yellow or white tees making 

the requisite handicap adjustment off the chart (outside the Pro’s shop) to even any difference 

between players. It was decided to ask Peter Revell, if this would allow the above competitions to be 

held off any of the tees and whether he would be able to administer such a system. Peter has 

confirmed that this is possible and agreed with the Vets Committee that this would be a good idea to 

trial to encourage participation. 

 

Thus, from Wednesday, January 6th January 2021, any member qualified to participate in these Vets 

competitions can nominate to play off either the red or yellow tees. The individual must ensure that 

they adjust their handicap (from the World Handicap System Chart) to match the appropriate tee 

colour and mark their card clearly, as to the chosen tee and appropriate handicap, when submitting 

their competition card for Peter’s scrutiny. His system will be adapted to take account of the above 

and the results calculated and published, accordingly. 

 

Your Committee hopes that this measure will encourage as many Vets as possible to take part in one 

or both of the monthly competitions and enjoy the opportunity to compete. We will monitor 

opinions and numbers over the first six months to gauge its merits, taking account of any 

constructive feedback from our members in the process. 
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